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NEW YORK, December 31, 2014 - Brandwares and Wordlab Systems are pleased to announce that
they have merged operations.
"We have had one steady goal since Wordlab was founded in 2000: to help our clients run the most
productive office possible." said John Korchok, president of Wordlab Systems. "Our vision has led us
to add our stellar capabilities in Office and PDF documents to Brandwares' strength in web
document production. This combination gives our customers the best of all worlds to solve their
workflow issues."
Marisa Arezzi, president of Brandwares, said "We believe this unification of services under one roof
will make our company the leader in customized document workflows. From simple PowerPoint
presentations all the way to custom document systems served from the company network, we have
the skill set to deliver solidly branded information in any form, from any employee, to any customer
or colleague."

About Brandwares

Today, your employees and customers are connected. We turn that connection into your conduit for
branded relationships. Forms, business-process tools, and data presentation on responsive, mobilefriendly pages.
Web applications can now replace production artists for routine mechanical art. We customprogram systems to create business-card and other sales-support branding materials for your staff.
Designers can spend their time designing instead of doing drudge work.

About Wordlab Systems

The highest quality PowerPoint, Word and Excel templates on the planet come from WordLab
Systems: exact designs, bulletproof operation, deep technical support, razor-sharp graphics at tiny
file sizes. Microsoft Publisher, Apple Keynote and Pages and many other programs also benefit from
our crafting.
But they're not just documents, they're Intelligent Documents©: we program Office and Acrobat
solutions to make them perform the way your company needs them to, instead of to Microsoft's or
Adobe's specifications.
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